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Abstract
Although many sophisticated CAD integrated environments have been developed and are currently adopted by enterprises in the
design of mechanical parts and components, such kinds of tools should be extended in order to reach higher levels of performance.
To this aim, Artiﬁcial Intelligence techniques are particularly suitable to provide CAD tools with a sort of ‘‘intelligence’’ typical of
human experts. In particular a complex mechanical object to be designed exploiting CAD systems can be considered as an aggregation
of simpler components that have to be put together in order to satisfy precise design rules owned by expert designers core knowledge.
This paper presents an ontological approach to the problem of representing relationships among step-by-step more complex parts, in
order to obtain a ﬁnal product that fully meets initial requirements.
 2006 Published by Elsevier Ltd.

1. Introduction
The development of eﬀective software systems to support people involved in the design and manufacturing of
complex products has become a very important research
ﬁeld. This fact is demonstrated by the growing number of
Conferences and events dedicated to this topic, which presents very complex research issues. This is particularly true
in the domain of mechanical industry, where people is generally involved in diﬃcult conﬁguration problems [1] aimed
at obtaining a ﬁnal product meeting marketing requirements that is also more appealing than competitors’ ones
in terms of price, quality and so on.
A complex mechanical product is made of hundreds
and, sometimes, thousands of components, from the simplest ones (e.g. screws, screw bolts, nails and so on) to most
composite one. Typically, people involved in the design of
such objects exploit sophisticated computer aided design
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(CAD) tools, like CATIA. Unfortunately, although CAD
tools are particularly suitable to check how the single components are put together from the geometrical point of
view (e.g. is the screw large enough for that hole? Is that
screw bolt right for the chosen screw?) they do not support
experts in monitoring the project from the functional perspective (e.g. is that part correctly designed in order to
properly accomplish this function?). While the former
point is relatively simple to be taken into account, the latter
is much more complicated to consider, since it depends on
the designers’ experience and knowledge.
For this reason, the conﬁguration of complex products
is very diﬃcult from the knowledge representation point
of view, and building decision support systems for designers in the mechanical industry ﬁeld is not simple. In this
ﬁeld, three main types of information and knowledge can
be recognized: geometric information (geometric representation of the model of the product in most cases the CAD
model), information/knowledge about the documents used
during the design process (standards, manuals, and recommendations) and information/knowledge about inference
rules and external program applications (calculations, simulations and so on) [2].
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Starting from the end of the 1980s many tools have been
marketed as knowledge-Based Engineering (KBE)-Tools,
for example ICAD (Knowledge Technologies International) or PACElab (PACE). These tools provide a software environment for automating repetitive engineering
tasks [3]. Knowledge-Based System applications have in
fact a big potential to reduce cost and time for repetitive
engineering tasks but require a relevant eﬀort to collect
and formalize the required knowledge in a knowledge representation scheme. In this ﬁeld, called Engineering Design
in the rest of the paper, one of the most known examples of
application to the industrial planning of complex objects
has been proposed by Gero and Maher [4]. They deﬁned
a conceptual and computational approach starting from
the deﬁnition of design as ‘‘a goal-oriented, constrained,
decision-making, exploration and learning activity which
operates within a context which depends on the designer’s
perception of the context’’ [5]. Their approach deﬁnes
speciﬁc knowledge representation schemes (the so-called
prototypes) for the deﬁnition of the conceptualization and
ideation process generally followed by a draftsman and
proposes the Case-based design paradigm to reuse previous
design solutions to solve similar design problems [6].
In this paper, we want to show how the adoption of a
functional approach to the representation of design objects
which ﬁts with a mereological theory based on Husserl’s
philosophy [7] can be proﬁtably exploited to create a
framework able to capture all the aspects involved in
designing a complex mechanical object from the functional
point of view. A brief formalization of Husserl’s mereological position is proposed and discussed from the engineering design standpoint in Section 4.3. In particular, the
adoption of a mereological theory allows to express in a
complete way the relationships among the diﬀerent parts
a complex object is made of, according to the tacit knowledge of an expert designer. The following section provides
a conceptual description of the main aspects of engineering design, as a composite process that ends with the
production of a mechanical object. The conceptual model
of our framework will be then described in Section 4,
through the use of a simple example (i.e. the conﬁguration
of a bicycle). Conclusions and future works will end the
paper.
2. Engineering design aspects: a conceptual view
Engineering design can be viewed as an articulate process composed of phases, where each phase represents a combinatorial action on the parts the composite object is
constituted of.
To realize an object meeting the desired market requirements, engineering designers have to deal at the same time
with diﬀerent kinds of knowledge coming from diﬀerent
epistemological sources: ‘‘static’’ knowledge about objects
or, Ontological knowledge [8] (which is often represented in
a declarative form), and ‘‘dynamic’’ knowledge about
processes (which is often expressed in ‘‘procedural terms’’).

In this paper, we present an ontological approach to the
development of engineering design support systems. More
precisely, the goal of this work is to derive useful indications on how to exploit speciﬁc domain ontologies in order
to support the acquisition and representation of dynamic
knowledge involved in design activities.
A number of references in literature [9–11,4,12,13] indicates that the competence of engineering designers is
related to their ability in considering functional constraints
over the parts of the objects they are designing. According
to our viewpoint, this expert designers’ competence gives
the ability to navigate ontological and procedural knowledge, always considering diﬀerent kinds of relationships
among each part of the desired composite object.
The central role of heuristics in performing design tasks
mainly resides in this capability to shift through diﬀerent
epistemological dimensions, represented by the static and
the procedural sides of knowledge. We look at design heuristics as a set of competencies, growing from experience,
which bridge the gap between static and dynamic knowledge and makes designers able to articulate the design
process referring to functional constraints.
Therefore, the development of a Knowledge-Based System supporting engineering design activities must take into
account the formal representation of both these knowledge
sides [12,13]. The conceptual framework we are proposing
is aimed at oﬀering to knowledge engineering discipline a
theoretical structure for acquiring and representing such
a knowledge.
In the following section, we will take into account the
role performed by mereology in ﬁlling the gap between static and dynamic knowledge representation.
3. The role of function and mereology in design
As observed in [4], a product design process begins with
functional or conceptual design, followed by basic design
and detailed design. Among these steps, functional design
plays the central role in ensuring design quality and product innovativeness.
While traditional mechanical computer-aided design,
based on geometric modelling, targets detailed design
support (e.g. low level technical activities on the model of
the designed object), future CAD should support the entire
design process, including functional design. Future CAD
technology should thus represent and reason about functional requirements of design objects, a facility that traditional CAD systems do not provide.
The traditional engineering design research community
has widely accepted this conceptual design methodology
[4]: ﬁrst, a designer determines the entire function of a
design object by analyzing the speciﬁcations of the product
to be built. He/she then divides the function recursively
into sub-functions, a process that produces a functional
organization. In correspondence to each sub-function, the
designer uses a catalogue to look up the most appropriate
elements (a component or a set of components) that are
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able to perform the functional requirement. Finally, the
designer composes a design solution from those selected
elements.
Here, function plays a crucial role, because the results of
the design depend entirely on the decomposition of the
function and on the designer’s capability to build the
appropriate object realizing that function [14,15,12]. As a
result, a designer obtains a micro–macro hierarchy of functions that are projected on the aggregate of parts the composite objects is constituted of.
Thus, when designers speak about the ‘‘function’’ held
by an object or by one of its components, they can speak
about it because they have suﬃcient knowledge for associating functions to a suitable object structure: this kind of
knowledge is called ontological.
Functions are knowledge abstractions by which engineering designers conceptualize the object with speciﬁc reference to the goals for which it is designed. On the basis of
what we have discussed in the previous section, ontological
knowledge is put in action by designers for describing
design entities in terms of Part–Whole relations induced
by function decomposition [4].
Therefore, capturing mereological relations may on one
hand enhance our representation of the engineers’ cognitive
structures activated during the problem solving activity,
and on the other it can facilitate the development of more
eﬀective Knowledge-Based Systems supporting it.
The nature of the compositional relations, however, can
widely vary. Understanding these relations allows engineers to reason about the artifacts and to make clearer
the sets of ontological and procedural constraints necessary
to obtain a ﬁnal object that meets the market requirements.
Not being able to reason about the relationships that hold
between diﬀerent parts and the wholes they belong to can
be detrimental to eﬀective product models and design
processes.
4. A conceptual framework for capturing engineering
knowledge
In this section, a conceptual framework for the acquisition and representation of engineering design knowledge
will be presented. A Functional approach will be followed
through a mereological description of design entities with
the aim of integrating static and dynamic knowledge
treatment.
In Section 4.1, the epistemological levels involved in
design activity will be taken into account with reference
to well known studies and methodological approaches.
The Function Behavior–Structure (FBS) model will be discussed in order to present the knowledge levels involved in
design activities. Under this perspective our position about
functions deﬁnition and role in engineering design contexts
will be clariﬁed.
In the two following sections, a philosophical inquiry
on mereology and a conceptual framework for the representation of engineering design static knowledge will be
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informally presented. Section 5.2 introduces a set of conceptual relations that are useful in deﬁning engineering design
ontological knowledge. In the last section a procedural
knowledge model represented by SA-Nets will be
introduced.

4.1. Epistemological levels in engineering design
As well stressed in literature, in the context of engineering design an artefact can be considered with respect to
the diﬀerent knowledge sources involved in the design activity. These sources have been clustered in four types as follows [16]:
• Structural knowledge: knowledge about the components
which comprise the design object and their relations.
• Behavioral knowledge: knowledge about the behavior of
the design object, i.e. about ways the device responds to
changes in its environment and/or in its own state; this
type of knowledge describes components in terms of
the physical quantities that characterize their state and
the physical laws that rule their operation.
• Teleological knowledge: knowledge about the purpose
and the way the design object is intended to be used; this
type of knowledge describes the goals assigned to the
artefact and enables designers to translate market
requests expressed in some sets of performances associated to the intended use of the artefact also into speciﬁc
expected behavior of the artefact.
• Functional knowledge: as indicated in Gero [5], it is
unthinkable that any designer would work directly on
the structure of an artefact to be designed without ﬁrst
considering behaviors and goals of the artefact itself.
Therefore, structural knowledge is always guided by
heuristics regarding:
(1) The behavior expected from the artefact to decide
on its structure.
(2) The goal given to such behavior.
Functional knowledge is exactly deﬁned as knowledge
about how the behavior of the design object is used to
accomplish its intended use.
As noted in [17], these knowledge levels can be organized in two broad epistemological categories, depending
on their ‘‘objective’’ or ‘‘subjective’’ nature. Design objects
considered under the perspective of their structures and
behaviors are objective entities in the sense that the structure is given by the physical existence of the object, while
the behavior can be (objectively) determined based on
physical principles [17].
On the other side design objects considered under the perspective of Teleology and Functions are subjective entities,
in the sense that the ﬁrst one (the teleological knowledge)
reﬂects the intention of a human (the designer or the user)
in using the object, while the second one (the functional
knowledge) is an abstraction of the object behavior [13].
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This epistemological distinction enables to understand
why the acquisition and representation of functional
knowledge is recognized as a general task in the development of a KBS to support engineering design activity
[15]. Without this analysis, it would be impossible to deﬁne
the heuristics which guide the design activity of an expert
designer.
From the knowledge engineering point of view, this
topic becomes more and more relevant because design
activity is essentially a non-bookish competence which
derives from subjective experience. The problem in grasping these competencies lies in their own volatility and informality, what Nonaka [18] has called ‘‘tacit’’ and ‘‘implicit’’
knowledge.
In the perspective of engineering design, focusing on the
acquisition and representation of functional knowledge
enables knowledge engineering to enter the subjective side
of knowledge. This side is the speciﬁc domain knowledge
adopted by experts to produce structural knowledge about
the design object that is suﬃcient to allow the manufacturing or construction of the object [17].
As mentioned above, during design activity for solving
planning and conﬁguration problems [19] functional
knowledge is understood as a necessary bridge between
behavioral and teleological knowledge [16]. Two distinct
but correlated interpretations of functional knowledge
can be underlined in this deﬁnition.
The ﬁrst one considers functions as abstractions of
behaviors that are adopted by designers in the conceptual
phases of design activity. In this framework, the development of functional ontologies in connection with engineering design KB-support systems is aimed at realizing
conceptual and computational models for the integrated
treatment of behavioral and structural knowledge [20].
Here functional knowledge is helpful in retrieving the
behavior of some existing design which can provide a
required function [4], or in developing frameworks for
cooperative engineering [20].
The second interpretation considers functions as explanations of the intended use of the artefact instead of
abstractions of behaviors: this interpretation is followed
when design activity is considered under the viewpoint of
creative design, where the main goal of a KBS is to induce
new structural knowledge in response to functional
requirements [21].
Following the ﬁrst interpretation behavioral knowledge
on design object is required to realize the mapping between
functions and structures, and thus to develop KBSs that
are able to suggest the suitable design object structure in
response to speciﬁc functional request. In the second case
teleological knowledge is required for supporting the decisions on the object structure when a structure is not known
but it must rather be deﬁned for the ﬁrst time on the basis
of the expected behaviors derived from the intended use of
the object to be designed (see Gero’s proposal of Situated
Function Behavior–Structure Modelling [21]). However, in
both cases the assumption of the framework regards the

fact that without knowledge of the real behavior of the
design object, a function is deprived of the aspects concerning reasoning and operativity [16].
In this paper, the objective of a domain functional
description is neither the former nor the latter, but rather
the deﬁnition of the design procedures followed by designers through a functional representation of the object. This
functional map will be dependent on the conceptual representation of the object according to functional dependencies among the parts it consists of. Therefore, a
functional description is not considered as a general framework for the integrated treatment of behavioral and structural knowledge as in [20,22], or teleological, behavioral
and structural knowledge as in [21].
Our proposal concerns a conceptual framework for the
acquisition and representation of ontological knowledge,
independently of the deﬁnition of knowledge for assigning
speciﬁc values to the behavioral variables in question. This
is because the aim is to deﬁne a conceptual description
of the object that is suitable for the representation of the
procedural design patterns (dynamic knowledge model)
adopted by designers. Here the role of functions mainly
regards the description of the design objects in accordance
with the expert designer conceptualization rather than the
deﬁnition of a conceptual framework for the treatment of
behaviors where physical and causal knowledge must be
taken into account [15].
4.2. Function behaviors and structures: the engineering
design conceptual space
In order to introduce our conceptual framework, we will
now outline the diﬀerent design knowledge sources with
reference to the FBS model, a well known conceptual
model [5]. In this way, it will be possible to clarify the presented functional approach to the description of ontological knowledge in the engineering design context and the
role it plays in the description of the dynamic knowledge
model.
In the FBS model a design process schema is suggested
as a way to understand the typical life cycle of a decisionmaking process in design. All the diﬀerent knowledge
sources described above are involved in this conceptual
model as shown in Fig. 1. In this model, all the types of
knowledge must be considered in close interaction, and
the design activity cannot be understood out of this
interaction.
Documentation
F

Sythesis

Formulation

D

S

Analysis

Bs

Be

Evaluation

Fig. 1. FBS Model.
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According to this model, three diﬀerent variables deﬁne
the design conceptual state space: function variables (F),
expected behavior variables (Be), and structure variables
(S). All the design activity is aimed at translating functional
requirements into structures that are able to realize them.
When a designer starts his/her activity, he/she considers
the artefact that must be designed in terms of the functions
the artefact must realize. This means to consider the artefact under the viewpoint of its intended use (see Fig. 2).
Teleological knowledge is needed to translate functional
requirements into expected behavior and behavioral
knowledge is needed to translate the object as in the
expected behavior perspective, into a speciﬁc structure able
to perform that behavior. Structural knowledge is then
indispensable to decide the correct conﬁguration of the
artefact in terms of topological requirements. The formulation process imposes teleological requirements on the
expected behavior. The synthesis process imposes behavioral requirements on structure, and the analysis process
imposes structural requirements on the expected behavior
[17].
Our approach does not focus on behaviors, but on the
representation of the speciﬁc design patterns followed by
designers in deﬁning the structural variables of composite
objects. These patterns are in fact valuable design strategies
implicitly established by designers with the aim of reducing
the risk of feedbacks during the design activity (Reformulation in the terms of Gero) [21], as shown in Fig. 3. Design
patterns can be regarded as heuristics of dynamic knowledge nature that are deeply connected with the designers
competence in solving speciﬁc design problems.

Structure
Intended use

F

Expected
Behaviour

Structural
Knowledge

Behavioural
Knowledge

Teleological
Knowledge

D

S

Be

Behaviour derived
from Structure

Bs

Fig. 2. FBS Model under the viewpoint of the engineering design
knowledge.

From this standpoint, dynamic knowledge becomes the
core knowledge that knowledge engineering must acquire
and represent to develop a KBS system to support design
with the aim of reducing feedbacks during the design
process.
The main diﬀerence between our approach and the
others introduced above consists in the diﬀerent objective
we associate to the functional description of the domain
entities. Our framework considers the functional representation of the design object – that is the conceptual description of the design object with respect to the functional
dependencies among its parts – as the starting point for
the deﬁnition of a dynamic knowledge model where behaviors and goals of the object are considered as behavioral
and teleological constraints on the design decision-making
process.
The development of functional ontologies is thus in
accordance with the aim of acquiring, representing an
treating engineering design dynamic knowledge.
4.3. Philosophical background
Due to the signiﬁcance of Mereology in coping with the
design of complex objects, the aim of this section is to suggest a formalization of some Husserlian observations on
the notions of whole and part.
In the third of his logical investigations [7], Husserl
introduces the notion of whole, by means of deep theoretical discussion on the foundation relation; the foundation
relation is a relation linking autonomous objects (or ‘‘contents’’). From a logical perspective, the foundation relation
can be considered as a primitive predicate symbol holding
among objects of the universe.
The following logical formalization has been devised
especially to support the deﬁnition of a number of signiﬁcant mereological connections linking objects, whose satisﬁability involves the identiﬁcation of diﬀerent kinds of
‘‘more comprehensive objects’’, also called ‘‘wholes’’,
through the phases of a design process.
We are not interested in introducing a primitive notion
of ‘‘part-of’’ and in ﬁnding speciﬁc a priori closure principles stating that the mereological domain of objects linked

Functional Ontology Model

F
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Reformultion 1
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D

Behavioural
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Reformultion 2

Reformultion 3

Fig. 3. As shown in Gero, there are three diﬀerent kinds of Reformulation processes. Reformulation Type One implies a modiﬁcation of the structural
values decided for an object. Reformulation Type Two implies a modiﬁcation of the behavioral requirements on structure. Reformulation Type Three
implies a modiﬁcation of the teleological requirements on expected behavior (design object intended use).
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by that relation must be closed under certain operations
(for example, the mereological sum, diﬀerence, and complement), which will be object of future investigation.
In fact, unlike many axiomatizations of the part-of relations that are grounded on the primitive relation of part-of
(), or on the proper-part-of relation (P), the present logical formalization starts from the introduction of a foundation relation.
As mentioned in [23] ‘‘The basis of a axiomatic theory of
the part relation is a set D of (otherwise unspeciﬁed)
‘‘objects’’ – the fundamental domain or universe of the
discourse’’.
Let a, b, c, . . . be variables ranging over the universe D.
In terms of the primitive predicate FR (the foundation relation), with FR  D · D, we will deﬁne the fundamental
relation of ‘‘Unitary Foundation’’ (U) embracing objects.
Given a pair of objects a, b 2 D, we say that there exists
a foundation relation between them, and we simply write
FR(a, b), if a is founded on b, or FR(b, a) otherwise. Since
the foundation relation is not symmetric, Husserl distinguishes two diﬀerent kinds of foundation on the basis of
the nature of the relation linking objects: ‘‘unilateral’’ foundation (when it is the case that FR(a, b) exor FR(b, a)
holds), and ‘‘bilateral’’ foundation (when it is the case that
FR(a, b) and FR(b, a) holds).
According to the Husserl accounts, the foundation relation induces a double partition on the universe D, such that
D = FR [ notFR, where FR is the set of objects in D for
which a unilateral or bilateral foundation relation holds,
while notFR is the set of objects in D for which no foundation relation holds. Alternatively, we can state that the universe is completely determined by the union of FR and
notFR. Before starting with the deﬁnitions of immediate
and mediate foundation relation, we introduce the symbol
F(a, b), which will be useful in the sequel, as a generic
abbreviation in order to bring together unilateral and bilateral foundation relations between objects in D, i.e.
F(a, b) M (FR(a, b) _ FR(b, a)) (where, the connective ‘‘_’’
have to be considered as inclusive disjunction).
Deﬁnition 1 (Mediate and Immediate Foundation Relations). Given a pair of objects in D being in FR relation,
a foundation relation can be ‘‘mediate’’ (FRM  D · D) or
‘‘immediate’’ (FRM  D  D), depending on the existence
of a third object between the two related objects. Let a, b
and c 2 D, the following implication establishes the meaning of the immediate foundation relation:
8a; b:

FRða; bÞ ! ð:9c:FRða; cÞ ^ FRðc; bÞÞ $ FRM ða; bÞ
ð1Þ
M

The mediate foundation relation FR can now be deﬁned
as the transitive closure of the immediate one, i.e.
8a; b:

FRða; bÞ ! ð9c:FRM ða; cÞ ^ FRM ðc; bÞÞ $ FRM ða; bÞ
ð2Þ

Given the deﬁnitions above, it can be said also that

8a; b: FRða; bÞ $ FRM ða; bÞ  FRM ða; bÞ

ð3Þ

where, ‘‘’’ stands for the ‘‘exor’’ connective.
The following is the central deﬁnition in the Husserlian
foundation that leads to the notion of whole. Intuitively, a
unitary foundation relation is said to embrace an aggregate
of objects in D if and only if, whenever an object a is picked
out of the aggregate, a foundation relation exists between
this object and each of the remaining objects in the aggregate. In this sense, the unitary foundation U  Dn · Dn is
interpreted as a grid structure of binary foundation relations. Formally,
Deﬁnition 2 (Unitary Foundation Relation). An n-tuple (or,
an ‘‘aggregate’’) of objects a0, . . . , an1 2 D is said to be
embraced by a relation of unitary foundation if and only if,
given an object ai, with 0 6 i 6 n  1, it is always the case
that F(ai, aj) for all j, with 0 6 j 6 n  1 and i 5 j.
Therefore, given an n-tuple a0, . . . , an1 2 D, with 0 6 i, j 6
n  1, where i 5 j:
U ða0 ; . . . ; an1 Þ

8ai 9aj :F ðai ; aj Þ

ð4Þ

Remember that, for all a, b 2 D, F(a, b) M FR(a, b) _
FR(b, a), and FRða; bÞ $ FRM ða; bÞ  FRM ða; bÞ; therefore,
with reference to the above deﬁnition of the unitary foundation relation, it can be said that an aggregate of object is
embraced by a unitary foundation if and only if, for each
object a in the aggregate, there exists a mediate or an immediate (unilateral or bilateral) foundation relation linking a
with each other of the objects in the aggregate.
In the case of certain wholes, it seems necessary to presuppose a priori the existence of what Husserl calls
moments of unity. The sensible forms of unity connects
some species of objects, for example: in perceiving two
distinct but consequent sounds A and B, it is not only
perceived the sound A, and the sound B, but also the fact
the sound B follows the sound A. Moments of unity are not
to be considered as new contents, or new objects of the
same species as the objects of D. For this reason, we omit
the introduction of a new set of elements of the universe,
and we represent the ‘‘presence’’ of a moment of unity
between objects of D, just as a binary relation MU  D · D
holding among them. As a constraint, consider that no
moment-of-unity can exists between objects that are not
linked by any foundation relation (mediate or immediate,
unilateral or bilateral).
Taking into account the Husserlian introduction of the
relations of ‘‘independence’’ and ‘‘not-independence’’
among objects (or, in other words, the ‘‘connection’’
among independent objects and the ‘‘co-penetration’’
among the not-independent ones), it is not so diﬃcult to
exploit the presence of moments of unity in order to distinguish between objects that are ‘‘fractions’’ and objects that
are ‘‘moments’’ of some whole.
Deﬁnition 3 (Fractions and Moments). If there exists a
unitary foundation and a moment-of-unity relation
(MU  D · D) holding between two objects, then the two
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objects are said ‘‘fraction’’ (Fract(a) and Fract(b)); otherwise, the objects are said ‘‘moments’’ (Mom(a) and
Mom(b)). For all a, b 2 D, this can be represented in a
very intuitive way, as
8a; b:

U ða; bÞ ^ MU ða; bÞ ! FractðaÞ ^ FractðbÞ

ð5Þ

8a; b:

U ða; bÞ ^ :MU ða; bÞ ! MomðaÞ ^ MomðbÞ

ð6Þ

where Fract and Mom are unary predicate symbols holding
for objects in D, and MU is an irreﬂexive, and symmetric
binary relation.
The generalization to the n-ary case, i.e. the case in
which it is true that U(a0, . . . , an1), is straightforward.
Fractions and moments are ‘‘relative’’ properties of the
objects. To be a fraction for an object b depends on the
existence of at least another object a (distinct from b), such
that unitary foundation and a moment-of-unity relations
hold between a and b. Moments of unity have been represented by means of a binary predicate symbol MU, according to the idea that moments are ‘‘components of
perception’’ that not necessarily are of the same species
as a and b (Husserl refers to moments with the expression
‘‘sensible forms of unity’’).
Deﬁnition 4 (Part-of Relation). If there exists a unitary
foundation linking a0, . . . , an1 objects of the universe D,
then there exists an object c 2 D that is a whole, and for all
0 6 i 6 n  1, ai is said to be part of c (i.e.  (ai,c)).
U ða0 ; . . . ; an1 Þ ! 9c8ai :

n^
1

 ðai ; cÞ

ð7Þ

i¼0

Intuitively, the above deﬁnition of part-of relation can be
read in the following way: the satisﬁability of a unitary
foundation among a n-tuple of domain entities a0, . . . , an1,
implies the existence of a whole c, whose parts are exactly
a0, . . . , an1. In other terms, the existence of whole depends
on the ‘‘intentional’’ institution of a foundation relation
among a collection of entities (a set, not a multiset, i.e. it
does not admit repetitions of identical elements).
To discard transitivity of the part-of relation it is possible to make use of explicit predicate modiﬁers [24], or to
introduce some new notation representing the predicate
modiﬁed. For what concern the present proposal, the M
and the M relations stand for the ‘‘immediate’’ and ‘‘mediated’’ part-of relations, respectively. Obviously, both these
relation are intransitive in a very natural sense.
In the third of his Investigations, Husserl makes a fundamental distinction among the objects that are identiﬁed
as wholes; very brieﬂy, it is possible to consider ‘‘ﬁrst-species’’ and ‘‘second species’’ wholes. Such a distinction is
made of an observation on the relationships linking objects
that are parts of the whole and, after all, on the properties
characterizing these objects (Fract and Mom). We introduce the distinction among objects being whole by means
of two unary predicate symbols IW and IIW.
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Deﬁnition 5 (First-Species and Second-Species Wholes). A
generic whole is said to be a first-species whole if and only if
all the objects (that are embraced by the unitary foundation
associated with this whole) are moments. A generic whole
is said to be a second-species whole if and only if all the
objects (that are embraced by the unitary foundation
associated with this whole) are fractions. In a formal way,
this can be represented with the following expressions –
given a n-tuple of objects a0, . . . , an1 2 D, an object c 2 D,
and an index i, with 0 6 i 6 n  1:
I

W ðcÞ

n^
1

 ðai ; cÞ ^

n^
1

i¼0
II

W ðcÞ

n^
1
i¼0

Momðai Þ

ð8Þ

i¼0

 ðai ; cÞ ^

n^
1

Fractðai Þ

ð9Þ

i¼0

First-species wholes are characterized by the strength of the
connections among their parts, and by the non-existence of
moments of unity among these parts (e.g. the surface and
the color of a given object). Second-species wholes are instead characterized by a weaker form of these connections,
and by the existence of moments of unity (e.g. two notes in
a symphony).
The non-existence of moments of unity among parts,
that have been recognized as independent, relies on the
speciﬁc perception one may have of the relationships
among parts. According to the above observations on fractions and moments, this deﬁnition implies that a whole can
be consistently considered at the same time a ﬁrst-species
whole, with respect a subset of its parts, and a second-species whole, with respect to another subset (not necessarily
disjoint from the former).
This essentially depends on the kind of connections
among its parts. In Husserlian terms, taking a whole as ﬁrst
or second-species depends on the subject intentionality,
that is indeed a non-monotonic predication, i.e. the satisﬁability of these predicates may pass through true value
changes in correspondence with an increase of the subject’s
knowledge base.
4.4. Mereological integration of the engineering design
conceptual space
In order to introduce our conceptual framework, let us
start with a stereotypical example. Let us imagine the task
of designing a bike. If a bike has, for instance, an outdoor
destination, this means that it must give certain requirements, e.g. ‘‘to run withstanding considerable stress’’.
These requirements, initially expressed in terms of bike
performances, are translated by the designer into a set of
functions the bike has to perform through an observable
and testable behavior: in this sense the bike is conceptualized as a functional system whose all parts work together in
performing the desired bike behavior [16].
These parts are thus identiﬁed as functional parts.
According to the FBS model, the general function that
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the bike must accomplish (i.e. to run under speciﬁc conditions) is expressed through teleological knowledge in a global behavior that the bike must fulﬁl.
This behavioral requirement implies a set of commitments on the parts of the bike that are associated to the
requested use. These commitments can be considered as
Functional dependencies among the parts (e.g. the Functional dependency among wheels, top frame and shock
absorber). The decisions taken on structures during the
bike Synthesis Phase will therefore depend on considerations about the functional dependencies among the bike
parts. Design entities that participate to a functional
dependency constitute a Functional Whole. We call such
a whole a ‘‘Functional System’’. Our example manages
wheels, top frame and shock absorber as entities with no
parts even if, in diﬀerent domains, they may also consist
of parts. This means that the pinion, spokes, tires and all
the elements which are in a wheel depend on the same conceptual design process we described with reference to the
bike.
Therefore, since the wheel is considered as a functional
whole, it imposes a number of teleological constraints on
the expected behaviors of its parts, and every component
of the bike will be designed according to the teleological
and behavioral requirements guided by the functional
whole they belong to. In this way it is possible to describe
the conceptual structure of the bike with respect to the hierarchy of functional dependencies the designer recognizes
on it. Moreover, performances are speciﬁc qualiﬁcations
of the intended use of a function. Of course several of performances can be requested to a bike. For each requested
performance a function must be associated to the bike.
When a designer must decide the structure of a pinion,
he/she will consider both the behavioral commitments arising from the wheel and the teleological commitments arising from the intended use of the whole bike. Moreover, the
structure of each part of the bike is naturally limited by
structural bonds. With reference to our example, when a
wheel is going to be designed, all its functional parts should
be decided on the basis of behavioral and structural
commitments.
This implies a decision about a speciﬁc design sequence
among these parts. In fact it is possible that the choice
about some tire structural variables come into conﬂict with
some others structural variables (e.g. Spokes) because of
adjacency and dimensional values or, more in general, of
topological aspects (e.g. the adjacency between Spokes
and Reﬂectors).
To manage the explosion of functional and structural
constraints is one of the hardest tasks in developing a
KB-System supporting design activities. Our aim is thus
to stress the relevance of a mereological description of
the design object (expressed in terms of functional dependencies) as an intermediate phase between Formulation
and Synthesis processes. Knowledge engineering has to
deal with design patterns which belong to teleological commitments and patterns which belong to behavioral and

structural commitments, and it has to ﬁnd out formalisms
that are suitable to the represent them. Our model considers functional knowledge as a bridge among performances,
behaviors and structures that are indispensable dimensions
along which the design process takes place.
5. Towards the dynamic knowledge representation:
functional dependencies
As shown in [17] a function can be performed by more
than one object structure, and the behavior (of some structure) can provide more than one function: multiple functional roles performed by a design object part are often
responsible for reformulation processes [21]. In our example, the structure of the spokes performs a Support Function
with respect to the wheel, and a Sustaining Function for
reﬂectors.
The design decisions on spoke structure must therefore
take into account functional requirements arising both
from the wheel and from the reﬂector. From one hand
the structural decisions on reﬂectors are motivated by the
reﬂector expected behavior, that has been determined on
the basis of the intended bike use, and by the spoke’s structure. On the other hand, structural decisions on spokes
could be inﬂuenced by reﬂector too. According to the conceptual descriptions discussed above let us now introduce
some conceptual relations among the introduced functional
parts (see Fig. 4).
Has-a relation connects one structural element to its speciﬁc function. This relation expresses the intended use of an
element whenever teleological requirements on expected
behavior must be taken into account. The Need-a relation
connects functions: it expresses the functional dependencies
among elements where behavioral conditions on structures
must be taken into account. Thus, the Need-a relation
establishes that the correct structure of the elements
involved in the functional dependency cannot be stated
without taking into account behavioral requirements coming from the intended use of the respective Functional
System. Connected to the consideration about the multiple
functional roles performed by design object parts, we introduce the Perform-a relation, in order to explain, for example, that spokes oﬀer a sustain to the reﬂector positioning.
Up to now, we have taken into account only those situations where the Has-a relation was a one to one relation.
In the context of engineering design this is a simpliﬁcation:
a function could be provided with more than one structure/
behaviour [17]. In our example it is possible that a Lighting
function is performed by two diﬀerent objects. When this is
the situation, the same function is connected to distinct
entities as in the case of reﬂector and headlight. Thus, it
is possible that one of this objects does not need a sustaining function to satisfy its goals. For this reason we introduce in our conceptual framework the Want-a relation
for expressing a functional request that has to be satisﬁed
by the structure of some other design object – as in the case
of Reﬂector and Sustaining Function it wants – (see Fig. 5).
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Similar considerations (see Fig. 6) are on the basis of the
introduction of the Inﬂuence relation whenever more than
one functional element is in a Perform-a relation with
one function. Thus, Inﬂuence relation deﬁnes a mutual
functional bond on the structure of the connected parts.
Design elements linked by Has-a and/or Perform-a relations are said Functional Systems (see Fig. 7).

5.1. Functional ontology model under a phenomenological
viewpoint
The functional ontology model aims at representing a
twofold conceptual view on the same design object, where
each element can be considered with reference to its function viewpoint (if teleological and behavioral requirements
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Fig. 6. Introducing the Inﬂuence conceptual relation.

must be taken into account) or with reference to its structure (if structural requirements must be considered during
the design activity). As a consequence, behavioral requirements on structure and teleological requirements on
expected behaviors must be taken into account. Thus,
structural knowledge on design object is put in action with
the aim of meeting topological constraints on the design
object parts (see Fig. 7).
In the next section, we will describe how this conceptualization could be proﬁtability adopted to acquire and represent dynamic knowledge: we will brieﬂy present the
mereological meaning we ascribed to the introduced relations with respect to FBS model and with reference to
the formal deﬁnitions in Section 4.3. The Has-a and Perform-a relations express the role of teleological knowledge
in conceptualizing the design object in terms of expected
behaviors. These relations link a Structure to the Function
they realize.
According to Husserl, a teleological linkage or an intentional act deﬁne a relation of foundation without a
moment-of-unity, where each of the correlated elements

is unthinkable without taking into account the other one
(in the case for example of the surface-color relation: it is
not possible to think at a color without looking at the surface it will cover, and viceversa). Functional Systems are
thus deﬁned as First-Species Wholes and their parts are
respectively a Functional Moment and a Structural
Moment. Functional Systems are grounded on teleological
knowledge.
On the other hand, the Need-a relation aims at modelling each functional moment with respect to its functional
dependencies. As a result of this functional modelling –
that is grounded on functional knowledge – a mereology
of functions can be described. This mereological representation is necessary to decide the correct working of the
design object where behavioral knowledge (physical and
casual knowledge) is needed (Fig. 7). This functional
schema allows to make explicit, for each Functional
Moment, the set of functions that are recognized by designers as ways to achieve the goal represented by that Functional Moment. Each of these functions, diﬀerently from
all the elements in a ‘‘Functional System’’, is always thinkable independently (e.g. it is always possible to think at a
grip function without thinking at a supporting function,
as shown in Fig. 4).
For this reason they are considered in our phenomenological perspective as Functional Fractions of the
Functional Moments: according to formal deﬁnitions,
Functional Fractions deﬁne Second-Species Wholes. Behavioral knowledge founds the kind of Second-Species Wholes.
We refer to them as Behavioral Systems. Functional
Moments without Functional Fractions are said Functional
Elements. Moreover, recursively each function is teleologically connected to its proper structure through a Has-a or
a Perform-a relation (see Fig. 7).
On this basis, it is possible to recognize diﬀerent kinds of
Wholes which populate a functional ontology according to
the diﬀerent knowledge sources:
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Fig. 7. This set of mereological relations are used to model First-Species Wholes.
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• First-Species Wholes (Functional Systems described by
the Has-a relation) characterized by relation of foundation is guided by Teleological knowledge.
• First-Species Wholes whose moments are Second-Species Wholes, where teleological knowledge represents a
requirement on behaviors and structures of the design
object. They express what is normally called Expected
Behavior in the FBS model.
• Second-Species Wholes where the relation of foundation
is guided by Structural and Behavioral knowledge
(Functional Aggregates and Behavioral Systems).
• Second-Species Wholes whose fractions are FirstSpecies Wholes, where the relation of foundation is
managed by Teleological knowledge and the same structure accomplishes diﬀerent functions (e.g. the relations
expressed by Perform-a (see Fig. 8).
In Fig. 9, it is shown a synthesis of these mereological
conceptualization with reference to the bike example.
Thinking at artifacts in terms of Second-Species Whole
means to build matter ontology and device ontology where
the principles by means of which the relationships among
object parts are introduced is founded on topological and
behavioral issues. These kind of ontological representation
are typically bottom-up.
On the contrary thinking of artifacts in terms of FirstSpecies Whole implies to create a functional representation
as in our framework where top-down descriptions are more
important. This distinction can be considered as the starting point for the deﬁnition of a formal theory on composite
design objects in the context of engineering design (where
both First-Species – Functional Systems – and Second-Species Whole structural aggregates – must be managed).
In this way, it will be possible to start a study of a mereological theory for the acquisition and representation of
functional knowledge by means of which to deﬁne a meth-
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odology for the development of KB-System supporting
engineering design core knowledge. In the next section,
the relevance of these relations under the perspective of
the dynamic knowledge will be analyzed.
5.2. Dynamic knowledge representation
The topic of Dynamic knowledge representation is well
known and it has been widely tackled in the literature on
automatic planning and conﬁguration. Here, we do not
deal with these topics because we are more interested in
deﬁning a conceptual framework for the acquisition of
dynamic knowledge coming from experts rather than in
developing models for the automatic resolution of design
problems through the application of problem solving
methods [15].
As previously observed, one of the main problems of
knowledge engineering concerns the correct speciﬁcation
of all design patterns followed by expert designers of speciﬁc engineering domain. The design patterns adopted by
experts indicate which parts of the object should be
designed before, which should be designed after and which
can be designed in parallel with others. The adoption of
these design patterns is particularly important in the case
of complex objects design activities where the goal is the
reduction of side eﬀects triggered by decisions about one
part of the object.
With respect to the FBS model, these side eﬀects are
founded on the circumstance that the behavior eﬀectively
derived from a structure does not satisfy the expected
behavior [21]. We have stated above that a way for the representation of design patterns can be the functional representation of the design object. Here, we want to show
how the conceptual relations previously presented can be
helpful in the acquisition of dynamic design knowledge.
In this section, it will be described how a well known
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Fig. 8. Functional Aggregates deﬁned on the basis of the Part-of relation where structural knowledge is required to design them.
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formalism for the study of non-sequential processes, the
SA-Nets, can be proﬁtability adopted for representing
design patterns according to the functional description of
the design object.
Superposed Automata (Occurrence net) is a subclass of
Petri Nets deﬁned in the frame of languages for the analysis
and design of organizational systems, and for the study of
non-sequential processes [25]. SA-Nets are a state transition formalism, whose simpler elements are ‘‘arcs’’,
‘‘states’’, and ‘‘transitions’’. A formal presentation of this
language is out of the aim of this paper, but the primitive
elements of the formalism will be informally described
exploiting the bike example. The only remarkable syntactic
condition we have to take into account before starting the
presentation is that the number of arcs incoming to and
outcoming from each transition must be equal.
In our extension of SA-Net formalism, named SA*NETs [26], two diﬀerent kinds of state are introduced, that
represent the Functional Components and Functions
(Fig. 10), respectively. The states which indicate Functions
are of two types: the START State and the END states.
The ﬁrst expresses the starting point of the design phase,

SA-Net Components

Elementary Process

while the latter expresses the conclusion of the design activity connected with that function. SA*-NET elementary
process is a before/after sequence. In our framework SAelementary processes can be stated:
•
•
•
•

Between
Between
Between
Between

For synchronizing two transitions it is necessary to satisfy the constraint on the balancing between incoming and
outcoming arcs. Fork and Join Transitions are adopted to
manage processes which can be stated without priority
dependencies. Hook process describes the feedback (Reformulation processes in the terms of FBS Model). The main
idea in adopting this formalism for the representation of
engineering design dynamic knowledge is to use SA*NET transitions system for the deﬁnition of the design patterns. Thus an SA*-NET Model aims at representing the
design sequences among the functional components which
constitute the functional partonomy [24] described above.

Parallel Process

Function START STATE

Function END STATE

Functional Components and End State.
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End State and End State.
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Fig. 10. SA*-NET formalism.
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In the following, we will explain our conceptual framework for the acquisition and representation of engineering
design dynamic knowledge through the bike example: it
will be shown how the SA*-NET model can describe both
procedural dependencies among functional parts and functional dependencies on functional components.
As shown in Fig. 11 the SA*-NET states which represent
a Functional Component are always preceded by the states
which represent the functional conditions involved in the
decision of its structure. According to the description of
the ontological model introduced above, in this case the
decision on the Top Frame structure depends on behavioral requirements coming from the Support function.
Otherwise, Top Frame as Support function component is
part of the Shocking Functional Aggregate: this means that
the behavioral requirements on its structure are strictly
dependent on the teleological requirements coming from
the Shocking Functional System. The use of Hook
processes in this case has the aim to represent that the
Supporting expected behavior could be modiﬁed under
Shocking functional requirements. The synchronization
between Supporting and Shock Absorber means that Top
Frame must be designed before Shock Absorber. The State
END Absorber cannot ﬁre since END Supporting State is
not marked.

However, not all the functional parts of the artefact
must be designed according to a before–after sequence: it
is possible that some functional parts belonging to a given
Functional System could be designed in parallel. The B side
of Fig. 11 shows that the Functional Component Pinion
should be designed before the Functional Components
Spoke and Tire. There are then cases where the design of
a functional component inhibits the design of some others.
With reference to the previous considerations about the
functional ontology framework, this happens when diﬀerent functional components are in Has-a relation with the
same Function (i.e. in the bike, reﬂector and headlight, as
shown in Fig. 11).
Up to now we have talked about Functional Components belonging to a same Functional System. Besides this,
structural conﬂicts may occur among functional parts
which belong to diﬀerent Functional Systems. In this case,
a synchronization must be introduced to point out that the
structure of the Functional Component being designed
cannot be deﬁnitively decided without checking some other
structures belonging to diﬀerent functional systems. SA*NETs appear particularly suitable in the representation
of these structural conﬂicts among functional components
of the design object because they derive from a Petri Nets’
subclass that has been developed for the study of
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Fig. 11. Part C: SA*-NET states are labelled with the name of the functional components (bold circles) and with the name of the Functional Systems
associated to the functional components (blank/dotted circles). Part B: Spoke and Tire are functional components that can be designed in parallel. Part A:
Headlight and Reﬂector cannot be both designed.
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Fig. 12. Part A: The synchronization between Spoke and Reﬂector depends on the Inﬂuence relation between them. This inﬂuence is originated by the fact
that spoke oﬀers sustain for the positioning of reﬂector; Part B: The synchronization between Top Frame and Tire is motivated by the fact that Tire belong
to the Rolling Function System; Part C: In this case no Functions enter in the synchronization because only structural/topological constraints must be
taken into account.

non-sequential processes. Here we use transitions composition for representing structural conﬂicts among the functional parts of the design object.
On the basis of this conceptualization, in the engineering
design context Reformulation Processes can be motivated
on the basis of:
(1) Functional inﬂuence reasons such as the above discussed case of Reﬂector and Spoke Functional Components (see the A side of Fig. 12).
(2) Behavioral requirements (see the B side of Fig. 12)
which depend on the fact that a Functional Component belonging to a Functional System is part of a
Functional Aggregate belonging to another functional systems (i.e. Tire is a functional component
of the Rolling Function System which is the Wheel
Functional Aggregate).
(3) Structural requirements which depend on topological
motivations. In the bike example it is reasonable that
because of the adjacency between the pinion and the
reﬂector a structural conﬂict can happen (see the C
side of Fig. 12).
During the design activity expert designers take into
account all these potential structural conﬂicts, and on this
basis they decide for the most suitable design process. Our
framework, through the integration of ontological knowledge and dynamic knowledge, aims at developing Knowledge-Based Systems for supporting the reduction of
Reformulation processes in the sense of FBS model.
Fig. 13 shows the entire SA*-NET analyzed above.
6. Conclusions and future work
This paper has presented a framework for the representation of knowledge involved in the design of complex
mechanical objects. Such objects are generally conﬁgured

exploiting CAD tools, but the need for new solutions able
to support designers in their daily activities to preserve time
and money is becoming a very important research trend. In
this direction, artiﬁcial intelligence techniques are useful: in
particular, this paper has shown how the adoption of
Knowledge-Based Systems’ approach has allowed to
clearly identiﬁed the diﬀerent kinds of knowledge involved:
static, dynamic and experiential. Our work has been
devoted to capture all these aspect of the knowledge
involved in the design of complex objects into a unique
framework. In this sense, we have adopted the FBS model
by Gero as a suitable starting point. With respect to traditional methodologies for the development of KnowledgeBased Systems, like KADS [27] and MIKE [28], the FBS
model is more speciﬁc for the development of applications
supporting experts in the design of complex mechanical
objects, since it focuses on the functional aspects of the different components of the product. A methodology like
KADS, in our opinion, is too generic to understand the
real and heterogeneous nature of the knowledge involved
in the diﬀerent design steps in manufacturing of mechanical
objects.
Two main results could be achieved through the usage
of this conceptual framework in the diﬀerent knowledge
engineering phases. From one hand, it provides knowledge
engineers with a Top-Down Composite Functions Model
that is a conceptual instrument able to facilitate the modelling of heuristic knowledge deﬁned in according to the
eﬀective way of working testiﬁed by engineering designers.
On the other hand, the integration between SA*-NETS and
ontologies supports knowledge engineers in better understanding how an expert designer thinks about design steps
of an object according to the functions it must satisfy.
The framework has been applied in the design and
implementation of the IDS project [26], a collaboration
between the University of Milano – Bicocca and Fontana
Pietro S.p.A., an Italian enterprise leader in design and
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Fig. 13. For each phase behavioral and teleological requirements must be taken into account by designers.

manufacturing of dies for car bodies, where a KnowledgeBased System integrated with CATIA V5.0 (i.e. the CAD
tool adopted by Fontana Pietro designers) has been developed to automate partially some phases of the die design
process. The framework described above has been used
as both a useful guide during the knowledge acquisition
sessions and the knowledge representation of main aspects
of die design and manufacturing. Moreover, it has allowed
to build a model of the die that is shared among all the
designers of Fontana Pietro, with signiﬁcant beneﬁts from
the knowledge sharing and maintenance point of views.
Anyway, the framework is general enough to be applied
in the design and implementation of Knowledge-Based
Systems to support the design of conﬁgurable objects in
several domains. In particular, the application to the
domain of chemical blends production (e.g. rubber com-

pounds, medicines) has been already investigated as a very
promising direction of future works.
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